
The day has finally come.

Your Ministerial Search Committee – Pete, Wendy, Sara, Diann,

Lynne, Linda, and Art – we have been tasked with recommend-

ing a new senior minister for our congregation.  We promised you

that we would only present a candidate if we found one who we

felt would be the very best Senior Minister for UUFR.  And we

have done so. The seven members of the Ministerial Search

Committee unanimously and enthusiastically present as our

candidate for the position of Senior Minister: the Reverend John Saxon.

For those of you who are not aware, John Saxon is our current Assistant Minister. 

In a typical UU ministerial search process, we might have received resumes from

twenty ministers, and then we’d invite perhaps four of them to come to Raleigh for

in-depth interviews and to observe them

leading a service. However, our own John

Saxon asked that he also be considered for the

position. In the case of having an “internal candidate,” the UUA has different

guidelines for the selection process – primarily that the Search Committee must

make a final decision on the “internal candidate” – John –  before we could open the

gates to receive other resumes. 

We had to make a yes/no determination on John before we could consider anyone

else. And if our decision was “yes,” then we wouldn’t be interviewing anyone else.

In many ways, selecting John could have been seen as the easy way out.   People

like him; let’s just choose him.  But because of the importance of this decision to the

future of UUFR, we would not allow ourselves to take the easy way out.

In considering John, we challenged ourselves with two difficult questions: (1) Can

we set aside our personal feelings, our sense of familiarity with John, and the

expressed preferences, both pro and con, that had

been shared with us – and consider him completely

objectively as the next Senior Minister for UUFR?

And (2) If we end up recommending John, can we feel

comfortable with the thought that we might be missing someone out there who

would be better for us? That is, we needed to feel absolutely certain that, even if we

interviewed many ministers, we would still feel that John would be the most

qualified.

During our interview sessions with John, taking many grueling hours – grueling for

John, that is – we asked him very tough questions, probably tougher than we would

have asked other applicants – because we wanted to address all of the issues that
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you shared with us, specifically about John. And we wanted to make sure that our

current relationships with John were not influencing us.

Before starting the process, we all thought we knew John – and we did know him as

our Assistant Minister. However, in reading John’s voluminous Ministerial Profile

and in talking with him at length, we became acquainted with a much richer

version of the John we thought we knew – a John Saxon who was indeed a very

formidable candidate for the Senior Minister of UUFR.

We want to share with you the reasons behind our decision. 

(1) Following are the five qualities that the congregation indicated in our survey you

most want in a Senior Minister:  professional

competence;  empathy;  character;  sense of

humor; and intellectual depth.  The Committee

feels that John possesses all of these to an

impressive degree.

John has the maturity, stability, balance, self-awareness, and sense of personal

boundaries to allow him to give significantly of himself in the position of Senior

Minster without becoming overwhelmed or burned-out.  He is upbeat in his attitude

and has a personal support system independent of UUFR to help him maintain

himself. We also understand that it is John's intention, if called, to remain in

ministry to UUFR for a sufficient number of years to give us the sense of

ministerial stability we have been lacking.

(2)  John already knows us well, better than any other candidate could. He has

served here at UUFR as an Intern Minister and as our Assistant Minister. He has a

thorough understanding of where the congregation is right now – that we want to

change, to be a larger and more deeply

connected community, to be more active in

social service and social justice, and to be better

known for our principles and our values.  John

will hit the ground running and will be able to

start his ministry with insights about UUFR

and connections within UUFR that would take

another minister years to acquire.  In addition, John's extensive experience as a lay

leader in UU congregations of different sizes gives him a unique and valuable

perspective that many ministers who have spent more of their careers in the

professional ministry would not have.

(3)  John articulates and embraces the concept

of leadership required of the minister in a

large congregation.  John’s view of the

required leadership aligns with what the
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Search Committee believes to be critical for moving UUFR in the directions you

have told us you want to go.

John sees the Senior Minister as being “Chief of Ministry” with the primary task,

not of doing or leading everything himself, but rather of promoting the development

of staff and lay leadership, and most importantly, of structures within UUFR for

engaging in shared ministry. John's prior work at UUFR to improve the

identification of member interests and opportunities for participation in shared

ministry, in engaging potential new members, and in formulating strategies to

increase generous giving are steps toward enacting this concept of leadership.

John's collaborative style in all that he does has convinced the Committee that he is

the right leader to “walk with us and guide us in shared ministry.”

(4) The Search Committee sees John as being quietly capable in all areas.  He has

already demonstrated administrative skills with

UUFR staff.  The Search Committee has received

very positive feedback from the staff about his

managerial style, as someone who holds staff accountable, provides a sense of

organization, and at the same time trusts them to do their jobs responsibly and

creatively.

John epitomizes a warm, welcoming pastoral presence. The sense of trust he has

engendered in his relationships will be a positive force for increasing membership,

building community, and making deep connections with people at vulnerable times

in their lives.

John's active interest in fund raising and stewardship is probably a rarity among

potential candidates.  And his knowledge of and comfort with technology will serve

him – and UUFR – well.

(5) John's entire career prior to his becoming a UU minister demonstrates a

powerful personal commitment to social service and justice. John is aware of and

accepts the charge that our Senior Minister

should more actively challenge the

congregation to speak and live our values in

the community.  And also that he will play a

crucial direct role in making UUFR's presence

and our message better recognized in the Raleigh community by engaging with

other ministers and lay groups who share our vision and commitment to social

service and action. In fact, John has already begun getting involved.

(6)  Looking back on John's life to date, we can see that it consisted of stepping

stones that have led him to this position and prepared him for it.  He has always

been on the side of caring and giving.  In his college years he was actively involved

in the anti-war and the women’s rights movements. Later he was a pre-school
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teacher with underprivileged children in rural Alabama and Florida. As a lawyer,

John practiced on the side of the marginalized with the US Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs and as a legal

aid attorney in three states. He has been a

campus ministry coordinator and a hospital

chaplain.  As a UU lay leader, John taught

childrens' religious education, chaired

stewardship campaigns, served as secretary, vice-president and president of

ERUUF's board, and helped to found the UU congregation of Hillsborough.

John describes his call to the ministry saying “It is a call that I felt in my soul.  It is

a call that I cannot ignore or refuse.”

Leading the congregation of UUFR into our future will be a fitting capstone of

John's life work and his spiritual journey.

We seven of the Ministerial Search Committee thank you for

putting your trust in us to put forth a Ministerial Candidate

for your approval.   You think you know John?  The last week

of this month is being set aside so that you can really get to

know him, so that you can decide if you agree that he is an

exceptional candidate, and the right person to lead and

journey with us into our future.

                          Ministerial Search Committee

                                                                                                                               Art Lieberman

             Pete Adler                                                                                Sara Grover

                              Wendy Gates Corbett     Linda Watson   Lynne Myers

                                                          Diann Irwin
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